
Offer something new and exciting to 
your participants this year by challenging 
them to travel farther and deeper than 
ever before.  
The insights  
gained here  
will still be  
useful and  
relevant 
20 years  
from  
now.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants will learn how to: 

 use and develop exciting trip planning 
techniques   

 overcome common problems on the 
road and turn them to advantage 

 enhance the quality of their trip while on 
the road  

 feel the story a place tells and not just 
settle for dull guidebook information 

 In short, participants will become 
 travelers and not just a tourists! 

 
 

 

  

What unites Sean's 
audiences is their PASSION 
to be different from the 
masses, and their LOVE OF 
EXPLORATION.  If you 
have a passion to explore 
the world and its cultures, 
languages, mystery and 
history, then Sean's  
presentations are for you. 

Soviet Tanks, Viking Ships & Mongol Horses 

Travel Unexpectedly. Travel Mindfully. 
 
Travel is one of the finest investments you’ll make in yourself. Our travel 

time and money are both precious and limited, so we have to use our 

resources not only to plan our travels better, but to get more out of the 

trip once it has started. Great travel is both life enhancing and intensified 

living. The insights you gain on the road can last a lifetime, if you know 

how to look for them. In this presentation, I will show you how you can 

plan exciting, innovative trips, and how you can delve into the heart of a 

place and listen to the stories it tells you. When you learn to listen for the 

stories a building, a culture, or a landscape, are whispering to you, you 

become in turn a storyteller yourself. So next time, don’t just take a 

vacation. Become an explorer and a storyteller!  

 

Where the ‘Radiant Future’ was Born & Where the  

Past has not Quite Passed Away 

Russia for Travellers  
 
Russia for Travellers pulls back the veil that has long shrouded this land 

in mystery. We will explore the mindset, the history, and the culture of 

the world’s largest country and share with you my best tips on travelling 

in Russia, and Eastern Europe, making sure you’ll get the most from 

your trip. I give recommendations on those hidden, out-of-the-way gems 

that really tell the story of the country. You’ll come away armed with an 

understanding of the practicalities of travel, from booking train tickets to 

understanding the menu, while at the same time gaining precious 

insights into the cultures of Russia and Eastern Europe, ensuring your 

understanding and enjoyment stays with you for a lifetime 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sean customises his programmes to suit your group. They are available in keynote format, 90 minute presentation, or 

half/whole day workshops.  “Ukraine for travellers” and “Belarus for travellers” offer similar programmes dedicated to those 

countries, blending a bit of history, legends and lore with practical down to earth travel advice. 

 

Sean's Most Requested Presentations 



Sean Stewart’s passion is helping people travel better and smarter 

and get a lifetime’s worth of value from every trip. He combines his 

love of history and culture with years of experience to inspire you 

with new ways to travel, how to plan a trip that sings, and how to 

take pictures that draw viewers in.  

 

Sean has written a book on travel called the The Mindful Traveller 

in which he explores how anybody can turn their trip into  something 

special. He has also written a book on Russian history and culture, 

called It’s Russia, My Son. A (partial) roadmap of the  

Russian Soul. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sean works as an educator, historian and travel coach and runs a 

travel agency which organizes  unforgettable boutique trips to 

Eastern Europe. 

 

Book Sean today! 

http://sstewarttravel.com/ 
sean@easterneuropeexplorer.com 
 
Be inspired by the journey: 

/sean.stewart.754 

/seanstewarttravel 

/Sean Stewart 

 

 

 

 

Rave Reviews 
 
"I attended Sean's presentation on an unusual topic ‘How to travel mindfully’. 
Delivered in English with translation. The presentation was led by Sean Stewart, a 
professional traveler. He was speaking with such enthusiasm about how one can 
plan a trip itinerary in an unusual and mindful way that I immediately wanted to 
try it out myself."  
Tatiana 
 
Sean shared his experience, spoke about how to see wonders in everyday things 
and how any trip (including a  Turkish ‘all-inclusive’ style) can be turned into a 
special one. Sean’s lecture launched a very interesting mechanism in me, so to 
speak: I stepped out of my own algorithms of trip planning. And I thought – my 
god, why haven’t I thought about it years ago?!  
Emily 
 
 

"Sean's love of 

travel is such 

that he fires the 

passion of 

others!" 
"In ten years you 
won’t remember the 
fifty dollars you saved 
on car hire, but you 
will remember the 
stories you’ll still be 
telling about the 
magical places you 
encountered on an 
elegantly planned 
trip." 
 
Sean Stewart 

http://sstewarttravel.com/
https://www.facebook.com/sean.stewart.754
https://www.instagram.com/seanstewarttravel/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwUa21AoOdjOO5w5VLI5xHg

